


















In the wake of Georges, we published
our first books. They are born of beautiful
encounters with authors and illustrators who
participated in the magazine.

Our picture books combine strong graphic 
identities with sensitive texts. They invite 
both children and grown-ups to nurture their 
sense of curiosity together, and to share in the 
pleasure of reading.

OUR PICTURE BOOKSè



—  Comic book / Documentary

  › From 8 years old
  › Sept 2020
  › 96 pages
  › 18,5 x 25 cm

ÉVA OFFRÉDO

EIGHT JAPANESE WOMEN

  › Japan
  › Jobs
  › Women
  › Japanese tradidtions

  › Childhood
  › Kanji, ideograms
  › Self confidence,  

    Empowerment

Éva Offrédo: from a childhood in South Africa, Eva kept the desire to tell the elsewhere and the others. 
After being graduated in Graphic design (Ensaama Paris) and in illustration (Ensad), she draws and writes 
mainly for youth editions. Besides, she teaches Graphic design at the Design Superior School of Limousin. 
She also run Ronéo and ZInette, a collectiv galery art which propose to discover the power of pictures to 
young audience.

Tsuyu is living next to a 
buckwheat field, Chawan 
always liked bowls, WanWan 
is a samurai granddaughter, 
Shikiri always enjoyed 
fighting with her brother, 
Kodomo needs few things 
to live… With Uchimizu, Moso 
and Higasa, these 8 japanese 
women simply share with us 
their passions and lives.
They tell us their lifepaths, 
their childhoods, their living 
environments, the job they 
have choosen. With them, we 
find out amazing professions 
and activities rich in tradition: 
arts and crafts, gastronomy, 
contemporary art, science, 
poetry, health, sport or folk art.

Pictures allow escapes and 
invite to travels. As for real 
meetings, small details show 
up during successively stories 
which are not tremendous but 
tell us that extraordinary is not 
far but accessible for all.

This non fiction and cartoon picture book talk about the importance to be ourselves, to 
believe in our private taste, to listen our intuition and to move forward.



—  Illustrated book — Comic book — Graphic novelCRUSCHIFORM ET GAZHOLE

ONCE UPON A SHAPE

In the state of shape, something does not turn right.

We will meet a sharp King, stif and capricious whose beloved daughter loves prohibited 
curly and smooth shapes. Some suitors with pure profiles, a sharp queen and a fairy 
walking in a dark forest.

Once upon a shape proposes an original opposite view of the classical fairy tales where 
all the characters have to do with geometry.

Crushiform: graduated from Ecole Estienne and Arts Décoratif, Crushiform works illustations, graphism and 
letterpress. Determined and passionate, she loves to work the style and the content.

Gazhole: issued from the animated movies industry, Gahole has been working for 10 years as a designer 
and director. His knowledge in movie scripts helps to make him work in print edition.

The King The Queen The Knight

The Hunter The Lord The Jester

The Herald The Guards The Maid

The Pastor The Hangman The Cook

Moreover, all were perfectly shaped, pure silhouettes, strong 
base, fully developed minds.

  › From 7/8 years old
  › 2nd semester
  › 64 pages
  › 20,7 x 27 cm

  › Fairy tales
  › Contemporary interpretation
  › Geometric shapes
  › Humor

  › Word  
   and shape play



It is a beautiful evening as 
Platy, Beaver, and Rat go 
out on a camping
weekend. There is a suprise 
for them: their friend Rat is 
hosting them in his
observatory, which sits on 
top of a tree. The tree house 
is beautiful, and fully
equipped for the most 
incredible discoveries : the 
sky, the stars, our galaxy,
infinity... In a word, 
astronomy !

Wether it is to understand 
the difference between 
meteorites, comets and
asteroids by looking at a 
stone, to discover light – both 
visible and invisible –
by witnessing the apparition 
of a rainbow, or to learn how 
to find the North
star while playing pirates... 
Everything in their 
explorations is an excuse 
to ask questions, for a 
better understanding of our 
universe.

—  Documentary comic bookGAËLLE ALMÉRAS

THE AWESOME SPACE WEEK-END

Gaëlle Alméras: after a fashion design degree and a technical formation in graphic design, Gaëlle is 
interested in communication, stage design, and textile screen printing. Passionate about arts, science and 
nature, she is an author, an illustrator, and works as a mediator in a planetarium. Thanks to her enthusiasm, 
she generates curiosity and brings very simple answer to the most complicated questions.

WINNER BEST  
ASTRONOMY BOOK  

FOR KIDS 2019

  › RIGHTS SOLD IN: RUSSIAN • SIMPLIFIED CHINESE • KOREAN

  › From 8 years old
  › June 2018
  › 96 pages
  › 20,5 x 25 cm
  › Foreword by Hélène Courtois, astrophysicist and cosmographer

  › astronomy
  › scientific discovery
  › firendship
  › humour

ALREADY 7000 EX SOLD / THIRD PRINT



page after page in this giant coloring book, propositions follow one another: 
you can come up with colourful patterns to draw on the sails, hoist the flag while 
filling it with stripes and geometrical figures, imagine the tatoos on a sailor’s 
arm, create a pattern on the swimmer’s bikini, represent your family on towels 
at the beach, or draw fish or fantastical creatures inside the fishermen’s nets. A 
formidable and unique invitation to graphic expression revolving around the sea, 
combined with the creation of 12 detachable posters which can in turn become 
decorations, or even be gifted to your friends.

Oh my Boat!
Lisa Laubreaux 

  › from 5/6 years old
  › may 2018
  › 30 pages
  › 30 x 42 cm

  › drawing
  › Colouring - sHapes
  › grapHiC expression
  › Creativiy and imagination
  › sea - oCean
  › detaCHable posters

Animaux marins stupéfiants.
Dans le filet des pécheurs, on peut voir des sardines, des thons et des méduses, mais aussi des animaux marins imagi-
naires. En t’inspirant de tes lectures et des films que tu as vus dessine des créatures fantastiques et de petits poissons. 

—  giant booklet
— drawing posters  

2018

Lisa Laubreaux graduated from the Duperré school in 2001. As an illustrator, she develops a multi-
field practice that allows her to work with engraving and screen printing, as well as risography. 
Her colourful aesthetics characterize her universe, as well as her strong pattern usage and simple 
lines, which transcribe with the world around her with a playful eye. Oh my Boat! is her first book.
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you can come up with colourful patterns to draw on the sails, hoist the flag while 
filling it with stripes and geometrical figures, imagine the tatoos on a sailor’s 
arm, create a pattern on the swimmer’s bikini, represent your family on towels 
at the beach, or draw fish or fantastical creatures inside the fishermen’s nets. A 
formidable and unique invitation to graphic expression revolving around the sea, 
combined with the creation of 12 detachable posters which can in turn become 
decorations, or even be gifted to your friends.
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  › may 2018
  › 30 pages
  › 30 x 42 cm
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  › grapHiC expression
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Lisa Laubreaux graduated from the Duperré school in 2001. As an illustrator, she develops a multi-
field practice that allows her to work with engraving and screen printing, as well as risography. 
Her colourful aesthetics characterize her universe, as well as her strong pattern usage and simple 
lines, which transcribe with the world around her with a playful eye. Oh my Boat! is her first book.

page after page in this giant 
coloring book, propositions 
follow one another: you 
can come up with colourful 
patterns to draw on the sails, 
hoist the flag while filling it 
with stripes and geometrical 
figures, imagine the tatoos on 
a sailor’s arm, create a pattern 
on the swimmer’s bikini, 
represent your family on towels 
at the beach, or draw fish or 
fantastical creatures inside the 
fishermen’s nets. A formidable 
and unique invitation to graphic 
expression revolving around 
the sea, combined with the 
creation of 12 detachable 
posters which can in turn 
become decorations, or even 
be gifted to your friends.

Page after page in this giant 
coloring book, propositions 
follow one another: you 
can come up with colourful 
patterns to draw on the sails, 
hoist the flag while filling it 
with stripes and geometrical 
figures, imagine the tatoos on 
a sailor’s arm, create a pattern 
on the swimmer’s bikini, 
represent your family on towels 
at the beach, or draw fish or 
fantastical creatures inside the 
fishermen’s nets. A formidable 
and unique invitation to graphic 
expression revolving around 
the sea, combined with the 
creation of 12 detachable 
posters which can in turn 
become decorations, or even 
be gifted to your friends.

LISA LAUBREAUX

OH MY BOAT!

Lisa Laubreaux: graduated from the Duperré school in 2001. As an illustrator, she develops a multifield 
practice that allows her to work with engraving and screen printing, as well as risography. Her colourful 
aesthetics characterize her universe, as well as her strong pattern usage and simple lines, which trans-
cribe with the world around her with a playful eye. Oh my boat! is her first book.

  › From 5/6 years old
  › May 2018
  › 30 pages
  › 30 x 42 cm

  › Drawing
  › Colouring - shapes
  › Graphic expression
  › Creativity and imagination

  › Sea - ocean
  ›  Detachable posters



« Une belle histoire pour apprendre à regarder le monde  
et se satisfaire de l’existant. Tout est là ! » 

Denis Cheissoux, France Inter (L’as-tu lu mon p’tit loup ? / CO2 mon amour)

An ecological tale significantly 
questioning the relationship between 
man and his environment, and the 
balance between cities and nature.

At the beginning, there was nothing. 
Nothing at all. Of course, there were a few 
trees, here and there. But that was almost 
nothing. Here, there were birds perched in 
the branches, a fox, and a few rabbits... 
Next to nothing. Over there, there was a 
pond, a river, and even a heron that used to 
fish from time to time. Nothing else. After all, 
that was already a lot. But, to Mister C, it was 
not enough. As far as he was concerned, 
there was nothing at all.

In this book, ”nothing” and ”everything” are 
a matter of perspective. The cleverly built 
story revolves around the word ”nothing”, 
repeated like a song, to help to see the world 
from a higher view.

Nothing At All
Julien Billaudeau

  › winner of tHe 2017 prix  
des p’tits loups – bibliotHèque  
de l’essonne

  › finalist of tHe 2016 veolia 
environment book prize

  › from 4 y.o.
  › 2016
  › 40 pages
  › 19 x 25,5 cm
  › 15 €

  › sustainable development
  › eCology
  › urbanisation
  › searCH for Happiness
  › wisdom

—  album 

« Une belle histoire pour apprendre à regarder le monde  
et se satisfaire de l’existant. Tout est là ! » 

Denis Cheissoux, France Inter (L’as-tu lu mon p’tit loup ? / CO2 mon amour)

An ecological tale significantly 
questioning the relationship between 
man and his environment, and the 
balance between cities and nature.

At the beginning, there was nothing. 
Nothing at all. Of course, there were a few 
trees, here and there. But that was almost 
nothing. Here, there were birds perched in 
the branches, a fox, and a few rabbits... 
Next to nothing. Over there, there was a 
pond, a river, and even a heron that used to 
fish from time to time. Nothing else. After all, 
that was already a lot. But, to Mister C, it was 
not enough. As far as he was concerned, 
there was nothing at all.

In this book, ”nothing” and ”everything” are 
a matter of perspective. The cleverly built 
story revolves around the word ”nothing”, 
repeated like a song, to help to see the world 
from a higher view.

Nothing At All
Julien Billaudeau

  › winner of tHe 2017 prix  
des p’tits loups – bibliotHèque  
de l’essonne

  › finalist of tHe 2016 veolia 
environment book prize

  › from 4 y.o.
  › 2016
  › 40 pages
  › 19 x 25,5 cm
  › 15 €

  › sustainable development
  › eCology
  › urbanisation
  › searCH for Happiness
  › wisdom

—  album — Picture book

Comme il ne restait de place nulle part, elle posa  
une brindille sur le plus haut des gratte-ciels.  
L’antenne commença à osciller. Le sommet se mit  
à balancer, puis l’immeuble entier à tanguer, tanguer.  
Tant et si bien qu’il bascula sur celui d’à côté  
qui dégringola à son tour.  
Le sol se mit à trembler et tout s’effondra.

C’est alors que Monsieur C remarqua une mésange  
qui essayait de faire son nid dans la ville. 

JULIEN BILLAUDEAU

NOTHING AT ALL

Julien Billaudeau: a graduate from the Estienne school and Paris’ École Nationale des Arts Décoratifs, 
Julien Billaudeau put all of his sensitivity, graphical language and poetic writing in this album. Nothing at 
all is his first book as both an author and an illustrator. He already illustrated many other children’s books.

  › From 4 years old
  › 2016
  › 40 pages
  › 19 x 25,5 cm

  › Sustainable development
  › Ecology
  › Urbanisation
  › Search for happiness
  › Wisdom

WINNER OF THE 2017 PRIX  
DES P’TITS LOUPS - BIBLIOTHÈQUE 

DE L’ESSONNE

FINALIST OF THE 2016 
VEOLIA ENVIRONMENT 

BOOK PRIZE

An ecological tale significantly questioning the 
relationship between man and his environment, 
and the balance between cities and nature.

At the beginning, there was Nothing at all.  
Of course, there were a few trees, here and there.  
But that was almost nothing. Here, there were birds 
perched in the branches, a fox, and a few rabbits...

Next to nothing. Over there, there was a pond, a 
river, and even a heron that used to fish from time 
to time. Nothing lese. After all, that was already a 
lot. But, to Mister C, it was not enough. As far as he 
was concerned, there was nothing at all.

In this book, “nothing” and “everything” 
are a matter of perspective. The cleverly 
built story revolves around the word 
“nothing”, repeated like a song, to help 
to see the world from a higher view.

  › RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPANISH • CATALAN • CHINESE (WORLD EXCEPT CONTINENTAL CHINA) 
 KOREAN • ENGLISH (UK) • GERMAN • ARABIC

Ils cherchèrent un endroit où construire une maison, 
dans laquelle chacun se sentirait bien. 
Monsieur C comprit que c’était tout ce dont il avait besoin. 
Ni plus ni moins.

The illustrations were made using carved wooden pieces, an ancient Chinese technique. 
The shapes were hand-printed, then scanned to compose the images digitally.



— Comic bookMARIE NOVION

PANPI & GORRI - VOL. 1 : 

THE ADVENTURE SPECIALISTS

  › From 8 years old
  › 2012
  › 52 pages
  › 20 x 26 cm

  › Comic book
  › Children
  › Humour
  › Complicity

  › Friendship
  › Everyday adventures



for worksHops and exHibitions, ContaCt us :
a.bensoussan@maisongeorges.fr

Marie novion : an author and an illustrator for the press and children’s publishing houses, Marie 
grew up in the Basque Country. She left when she was 20 years old to study at the École de 
l’image in Épinal, and then pursued her artistic education at Saint-Étienne’s Beaux-Arts. She then 
settled in Lyon, where she co-created Maison Komiki, a publishing house for a collective comic-
book magazine. 

—  album bd
Panpi & Gorri - vol. 2 :  

More Snacks, Less Tasks! 

Marie Novion

in this volume, panpi and Gorri are 
more determined than ever to secure 
their rights, and when they create the 
Awesome League for the rights of 
puppies, they meet new accomplices!

Rythmed by chiseled and witty 
dialogues, this album compiles 16 
stories, featuring : Panpi’s new sneakers, 
Gorri the king of slackers, but also a 
cooking class, and the invention of the 
Pizza Supersonic, a pizza-teleporting 
machine that cooks and delivers at the 
same time!

  › from 8 years old
  › 2016
  › 52 pages
  › 20 x 26 cm
  › 12,90 €

  › ComiC book
  › CHildren
  › Humour
  › CompliCity
  › friendsHip
  › everyday adventures

— Comic bookMARIE NOVION

PANPI & GORRI - VOL. 2 : 

MORE SNACKS, LESS TASKS!

Marie Novion: an author and an illustrator for the press and children’s publishing houses, Marie grew up 
in the Basque Country. She left when she was 20 years old to study at the École de l’image in Épinal, and 
then pursued her artistic education at Saint-Étienne’s beaux-Arts. She then settled in Lyon, where she 
co-created Maison Komiki, a publishing house for a collective comic-book magazine.

  › From 8 years old
  › 2016
  › 52 pages
  › 20 x 26 cm

  › Comic book
  › Children
  › Humour
  › Complicity

  › Friendship
  › Everyday adventures



Anna lives in Wuppertal, a city with a 
remarkable suspension railway... One 
evening, during supper, she hears on 
the radio that the circus’ elephant (who 
had taken the railway to advertise the 
show) has fallen from the coach into 
the water. Anna decides to walk Tuffi the 
elephant to the boat that will bring him 
home...

This album, with its retro colouring (using 
crayons and ink), draws its inspiration from 
a true story that happened on the 21st of 
July, 1950 in Wuppertal, Germany.

The Day When the Elephant
Chloé Perarnau

  › from 4 years old
  › 2013
  › 32 pages
  › 24 x 30 cm
  › 16,50 €

  › CirCus
  › dreams
  › meeting
  › friendsHip

—  album — Picture bookCHLOÉ PERARNAU

THE DAY WHEN THE ELEPHANT
foreigN rights:
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  › From 4 years old
  › 2013
  › 32 pages
  › 24 x 20 cm

  › Circus
  › Dreams
  › Meeting
  › Friendship


